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Located on SolutionPeace.com. as well as IseeIunderStand.com. 


### World Press Release. BidOnkeith.com DUNCAN (Copyright, IP rights granted to all)


Thursday, Dec 28, 2017. Here is last final testimony contents of DUNCAN STOCK MARKET 
EXCHANGE that quickly replaces ALL other Stock Exchanges by creating full 100% barter 
system.


TO WORLD:  WE MUST TALK and MEET.  Send me TXT msg 
(63)09173354300 Manila or Fb.me/keith.duncan.9231. Tell me EXACtlY 
where you are located and WHEN we can meet. I have been calling 
WORLD, CONGRESS, PRESIDENTS, CHURCHES, PUBLIC, 
CONGRESS, literally EVERYONE looking for you.  REPLY IMMEDIATELY 
as this remains #1 most critical UNIFICATION MOVEMENT in world 
history.   Keith  GODsendKeith@Gmail.com sending to 
WallStreetBullRunner@GMAIL.com also..  keith


The direct replacement of ALL Stock Markets occurs with this one perfected 
answer Solution to rid our world of all corrupt executives, insider crime 
trading, day traders, stock market speculators, any disaster triggered selloff 
and buy in that clearly criminally PROFITS by the most massive transfer of 
GOD's wealth to the Criminal Ruling Eltie. 

Based on EVOTE.ONE, all stock holders of ProfitShareHolders.com now 
own voting rights for any company they work for as well as all stock holders 
of open public record.

In honor of the most prolific author Evangelist Crusader in WORLD history, 
this ONE new International stock Exchange will be called the   DUNCAN 
Stock Exchange.
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The By-Law Manifesto Charter requirements are below. This one 
commandment set creates your new world economy of full scale barter 
transactions that are 100% not taxed and NO transaction fees :

1. All stock ownership as well as all buy sell trade history is recorded in 
URLiDent.com and open to world to view who owns what stocks as vested 
qualified owners.

2. Any stock holder has voting rights to collectively decide the # of days 
delay between placing a Buy and Sell order into committed escrow account 
and the actual execution of  the trade date between specific sellers and 
buyers.

3. No broker fees are allowed.  No additional fees are allowed.

4. No taxes on any transaction. No Short term or Long Term Capital Gain or 
Loss taxes permitted by any government or institution.  This prevents all 
government, banks, trading institutions from criminally profiteering because 
they control the exchange of stock ownership.

5. A Proxy representative may be appointed by any stock holder. The Stock 
holder and the Proxy owner must always identify themselves. This prevents 
all underground crime networks from hiding criminally acquired assets as 
well as prevents all money laundering by shell / shelf companies.

Any other stock exchange can easily transfer their stock ownership and 
historical buy/sell/brokerage history to the new URLiDent.com #1 OPEN 
Public database with the above trading history so they can SHUT DOWN 
all other exchanges and be free of future liability for any crime SEC trading 
activity.
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Each of these WORLD class, world saving methods are legally copyrighted 
as Intellectual Property under the existing national laws of each country.   
Ownership of these one world society methods is legally claimed and 
protected by CreatorKeith.com INC Reno Nevada or any other NGO or for-
profit organization designated publically by Keith Brent Duncan (DOB 1958-
Aug-15) INTL ID 001-19580815-000001,  SS 243-86-0043

as the FOREFOUNDING World Leader Consultant Evangelist Crusader of 
UNIocracy.

This is clearly the ONLY world system required to ensure humanity 
destroys all crime networks at one time and restores GOD's Paradise of 
Heaven as it was originally designed for man, woman, family, children, and 
all creatures who reside on Earth and in our Heavenly Universe above.

  NOW we are prepared to explore the rest of GOD's universe once we 
have conquered the worst sinners of Crimes against Humanity and ensured 
by FORCED ethics and integrity to Fearlessly protect the rights of all 
others.

Everyone MUST contact BidOnKeith.com NOW so he can FINALLY testify 
against EACH PERSON who defrauded, robbed, blackmailed each court 
officials and his own +10 lawyers, ordered the Cobb County TPO 
11.1.1171.99 and 11.1.7683.99 Georgia Restraining orders despite ALL 
evidence shows Robert Dee Rose and Ms. Bashama repeatedly ROBBED 
Keiths two homes from Aug 10, 2010 to Jan 28, 2014 as shown to world on 
WhereIsRobertRose.com   ROSE and each conspiracy traitor are the most 
Wanted Persons in world history with $2 Million USD bounty on ROSE 
head to turn him over to FBI-AG-Military or Interpol law enforcement 
agencies.
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For all these answers to mankinds most severe crimes and infamy 
maladies are all cured and prevented by these irrefutable and irrevocable 
commandments, by-laws, and one world Constitutional manifesto seen on 
all these other world broadcast network viral social media platforms.

SIGNED Digitally, keith brent duncan (lower case protected entity whose 
only true benefactor has been GOD himself and about 10 new recruited 
benefactors who all will own CreatorKeith.com Common Stock worth 
BILLIONS as soon as Mass PUBLICITY finally is accomplished. 

#### end of DUNCAN STOCK MARKET EXCHANGE.

This is the ONLY answer our WORLD MUST USE. Full empowerment of 
ALL PEOPLE at all levels to CONTROL and MANAGE/COMMAND their 
very own destinies..  Never been done. This CAN NEVER BE BROKEN 
once MASS PUBLICITY goes VIRAL by direct calls to INTL News MEdia 
and GOV officials and TOP church leaders.   Keith Duncan

I have created a new single open public stock market system that replaces 
all other stock markets in record time. Called duncan stock exchange in 
honor and maybe memorial of one one billionaire in IP value yet no cash 
reserves because of the infamy crimes against humanity conducted by 
cyber criminal terrorists. Repost this as that will be today’s historical 
broadcast. 3 days resurrected from the dead Christmas Day as no one 
gifted me anything for past 6 years of pure hell. I was sold off to criminals 
by other career criminals this  entire time to prevent these world saving 
answers from becoming mainstream YOUR new world society reality free 
of almost all crimes. Kbd 

This is dead serious, always have been. I am ready to GO Back to 
HEAVEN as all my ministries in GOD's name completed. Actually 
completed fall of 2011 right when AntiChrist ROSE ordered MURDER for 
HIRE. For that is also the crimes he commits against so so many others as 
he is indeed. The DEVIL himself in disgusting truth. For ROSE attempted to 
BLACKmail EXTORT myself way back on Dec 23, 2007 in BLUE MOON 
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atlanta GA resturant when his wife AMY stated QUOTE "If anyone files any 
lawsuit against us, we will spend every penny to destroy the person'.  She 
meant it. What she also stated by logical deduction, She and ROSE would 
spend all their CRIME ASSETS to prevent their own death row 
convictions.....    got it now.......   Even CALL my very ex wife Sherry 
Duncan home 770-825-0500 or cell 678-431-??  have to look it up. She 
goes to PRISON along with my two sinister sons as they ALL testified 
against me hoping I would be MURDERED in HELL JAIL, cremated, and 
NO ONE would ever investigate. Same applies now too...  No fault or error 
of omission on any of my parts. I work for GOD for GodSendKeith.com may 
be next last 8th *KEITH.com world GOd focused ministries...  I publish 
THIS and everything else for THAT is what I teach our world with 
URLiDent.com     GO TO FBI NOW..  understand.... ?


Wednesday, Dec 27, 2017.  Still I work full-time as GOD’s rights activist almost every day. Still 
can not find integrity driven persons to ORDER HOST of required Intl Press Conferences. This 
remains the most powerful world ministries required of mankind to destroy all crime networks 
in record time. For all the plagues of this world can be toppled by eliminating cyber crime 
terrorism. In basic terms, that is always the ability to control, pervert, forge, destroy, and 
manipulate electronic data since few people have access to original certified paper documents.

  Robert Dee ROSE continues to be #1 most manhunted terrorist since even MILITARY has 
been infiltrated long ago. These reality stories shall go down in history as the cause and effects 
of total answers for social justice, peace, and re-creation of GOD’s paradise of Heaven as 
original conceived for Earth.  The objections, dead silence, cynic accusations are too numerous 
to re showcase. These are the ultimate prime models of reformation unification that shall 
survive all inequality attacks to the end of eternity time. Been 6 days since I posted PDF as I 
finally resurrected IseeIunderStand.com Tree of Life dropbox.com that survives ONLY by my 
very own extreme cost and efforts. 

	 Now @ 6:45 pm at Starbucks waiting for Lady Erlin (single mother) to meet me from 
twoo.com connections as Relationship Re-management is also another gifted divined talent I 
share with world. My soon 2nd ex wife Marites Duncan still refuses to acknowledge anything as 
she lives in world of abject mindset poverty for +20 years.

	 Despite all the horrific crimes and threats to my life and IP assets, I remain steadfast in 
faith and ACTION to get all these only answer solutions to be mainstream new world society 
REALITY.  USA Embassy is across the street. They too are USELESS as they violate 
Constitutional Laws of 1. Obstruction of Justice 2. So many other violations. Because ROSE 
blacklist cyber crime me before summer of 2008 when I demanded my own cash per 3 
promissory notes be returned per signed binding legal contract. 

    Today I updated SolutionJudge.com, SolutionManifesto.com and myriad of other ONLY 
answer solution broadcasts to fine tune the unbreakable (irrevocable) methods that truly UNIFY 
all mankind.  Since I have never had ‘writer’s block’, I use time and GOD’s resources in most 
conservative manners to demand/order/request the required INTL press Conferences that truly 
multiple the viral social media campaign already done years ago. 

     Erlin was meeting me at 5 pm, so two hours late I am concerned about her absence being 
so late. Text and calls go unanswered. Maybe dead cell or ?? Who knows, but GOD.
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  I have been TESTED to extreme by DEVIL ROSE, USA GOV, my own family, each of my own 
prepaid lawyers and everyone tied to ROSE and massive corruption that has no limits of cruelty 
to MY people.  

	 Elrlin just called back. She went to Robinson Mall 7 blocks away even though I gave 
explicit WHERE we were meeting. Now I read ManilaTimes.net who I also have personally 
visited so so many times as well as so many other intl News media, I finally LOST COUNT.


     

	  


### Thursday, Dec 21, 2017 

This is also ‘The Final Testament’ written and broadcast to world to CHANGE course of your 
destiny.  I am keith brent duncan, GodSendKeith@Gmail.com = FatherKeith.com 
BuiltBykeith.com SaviorKeith.com CreatorKeith.com (RescueKeith.com) BidOnKeith.com 

GodSendKeith@gmail.com DOB (1958-Aug-15) Intl ID 001-19580815-000001 Humble 
benevolent king of your new world society as #1 top Sovereign Ambassador Consultant for all 
national leaders.  I have already reclaimed GOD’s assets and provided all pathways of salvation 
for each of you to claim your inheritance of open public database decision driven society where  
no crime can be committed and go unpunished by vote testimony of any victim and rest of 
society. Everyone passes judgment on each other already, so now this is legalized as no one 
can be anonymous or autonomous anymore.  Automatic Face Recognition and bio-metrics is 
the new ‘SkyNet’ of Open Circuit TV and eDevices I pioneered starting with perfected database 
communication protocol expertise and human psychology Aug 15, 1976 at N.C.S.U. Raleigh 
N.C.   The rest is all displayed to GOD’s glory on IseeIunderStand.com and all the ultimate 
backup resources found in these world broadcast emails, prime directive video documentaries, 
and carefully indexed BBK(year month Day) *.pdf files that truly change the course of your 
destinies of heritage timelines. 

	 Mass Publicity using the internet, viral social media, and resulting PRESS 
CONFERENCES is the only way to go forth and multiple as GOD commanded Abraham to 
create a new world society free of greed, crime, vice, sin, and ability of anyone to establish 
dynasty monopolies to rape, pillage, plunder, murder, and destroy GOD’s borrowed resources.

     WHO will actually go forth and multiple by GOING DIRECT to top GOVERNMENT WORLD 
leaders and CORPORATE leaders as well as Religions Leaders at the highest levels of authority 
to DEMAND that the life and intellectual property of Keith Brent Duncan be protected and 
honored as the roadmaps to create total Peace and Harmony?  Anyone at all. For tens of 
thousands of persons personally know myself.  Soon all 7.5 billion people will recognize their 
own fateful destiny is because of their blinded greed and brainwashed cult conditions of most 
people falsely believing that NO ONE SINGLE person can ever change anything.  

	 Look at all the most recent news events and anyone can see that one TERRORIST 
makes headlines for months.  Yet any of these evangelist messianic messengers (such as 
myself), are severely persecuted for any reason. In my case, I was defrauded under binding 
legally enforceable contracts, then robbed, then these hardened criminals 
(whereIsRobertRose.com) paid off Judges, Police, my own lawyers to create false Cobb 
County TPO 11.1.1171.99 11.1.76.83 in Atlanta GA USA, so they could claim I VIOLATED the 
restraining order and have the USA GOV assassinate me in HELL-JAIL so NO ONE could EVER 
see any of the crime sprees of extremely powerful USA GOV officials prostituted with these 
satanic demons of Robert Dee Rose, ms. Bashama, my very ex-wife, and all associated by 
their very own certified signatures and court documents of Norfolk VA 4:11cr112. All these 
have been signed, sealed, and delivered to WORLD since everyone involved has already been 
legally and spiritually notified to SURRENDER to law enforcement or be MANHUNTED down by 

  EVOTE.ONE and URLiDent.com. 
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	 I remain impoverished spending my very last possession cash (1930 Model A Ford) 
bannered out to world with IseeJustice.com on the front visor, and FOLLOWkeith.com on the 
rumble seat lid sitting in storage in Atlanta Georgia.

  All my prime churches were asked to COME GET ME (RescueKeith.com) in fall of 2011 after I 
was brutally kidnapped by ROSE Oct 3, 2011 based on the most comprehensive history of 
ROSE’s crimes that were on these CD-ROMS, Powerhouse PCs, in the courthouses, in each of 
my lawyers hands and were broadcast to PUBLIC as soon as each crime was committed.

  These are all the BASIS for WHY these are the only answer solutions my WORLD MUST USE 
to forever banish all slave trading enterprise, put many on DEATH ROW as they have no soul to 
save, and to force them into slave labor to repay their debts to the victims and society.  

   THERE is the new workforce to be used by SolutionHousing.org and WOrldSchoolFUnd.com 
to build YOUR new world society free of crime and poverty.

 Where do I GO NOW?  All that has ever been required is to use master teacher evangelist 
crusader BidOnKeith.com problem solving teams to teach our world HOW to actually use basic 
principles of Integrity, Virtue, Ethics, and enforced trustworthiness to remove all crime 
networks.      Keith


### World Re-broadcast Network Press Conferences. Dec 21, 2017 FatherKeith.com 
DUNCAN cell (63)9173354300

    Each of these divined and ordained ministries are broadcast showcased on 
BuiltByKeith.com and other IseeJustice.com video based networked connections using 
GOD’s soon FREE WIFI-INTERNET based new World society called UNIocracy


Based on the decisions of the Law of Large Numbers Will of Majority of all citizens, 
EVOTE.ONE and URLident.com create the Last Testament roadmap of how to forever 
destroy all crime networks in record time.  


UNITYurl.com   -Each Community solves all their own local issues. 0 taxes or 
government oversight is ever needed again.

SolutionHousing.org  -No more poverty, homeless, street kids, orphans or prostitutes.

WorldSchoolFund.com  -Free education for all mankind 

TeenMM.com -The standard for creating new world of all small business owners.

 

eVote.One  Kills All Crime Enterprises Forever. No more Criminal Investigations, 
appointed officials, Judges or corrupt Executives. +7.5 Billion of my people live in new 
Open Public society as they make all decisions to control and manage their very own 
destiny in GOD's name. This is YOUR new world society free of almost all crime and 
vice sins. #1 Critical Read the 4 By-Pass laws below to change the course of all human 
history.  No more campaign contributions, election criminal accusations/fraud, or any 
crime influence as my 7.5 billion collective followers-partners now 100% control all 
decisions to create your new world society!  This voids 50 to 75% of all man made 
loophole laws as elections and decisions are based on will of majority of all my citizens 
affected. No more election fraud or crime ever. Unrepentant criminals are man-hunted 
with automatic face recognition with OCTV and original solutionBankFraud.com + 
SolutionRedDot.com + eVideo911.mobi. 

   UNIFICATION of ALL MANKIND occurs when EVERYONE goes PUBLIC with the 
answers shown below. Protect Keith now !
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Electronic Voting on all corporate and government leadership enables all citizens to 
control and manage all the prime decisions of their rights and taxpayer assets to 
forever change the course of human history by full EMPOWERMENT of all my 7.5 
Billion fearless People.


            With eVote.ONE, For, and By the full authority of GOD + keith + our Crusaders 
of Righteousness, Peace, and Equality, everyone must FEARLESSLY PROTECT THE 
RIGHTS OF ALL OTHERS using open Public Integrity database URLiDent.com


     These simple 4 ByPass Laws Change World history. No one can deny your rights 
ever again.


1. All leaders are electronically voted by one general election, all votes are easy to see 
by PUBLIC (they can be marked private or PUBLIC), Tallies all shown to world with 
method of write once, then read public counts seen by all. This is blockchain 
unhackable.


2. Any leader who violates law, suspected of fraud or personal profiteering OUTSIDE 
their #4 pay, are voted OUT by majority of people to be replaced by succession runner-
ups, NOT by appointments or re-election process controlled by the Criminal Ruling 
Elite or part of the same crime party control. All leaders are now highly paid consultant 
Administrators ONLY with no direct access to any taxes or ability to profiteer by 
controlling any of our assets or laws. This includes all corporate executives below.


3. Post election, All leaders electronically TOLD what to do. No more appointed 
officials who are criminally prostituted with others. SolutionJudge.com explains how to 
eliminate all corrupt individuals including Liar-Lawyers + other terrorists. 

4. All leaders consultant pay is electronically voted UP, same, or DOWN by the majority 
of will of people. They must show all their expenses to public as they deserve to be rich 
AFTER they fearlessly protect my people and perform #3. 
   No more Criminal Investigations, appointed officials OR Judges, party-family 
dynasties, Congressional Hearings, Impeachments, or waste of time to remove those 
who our citizens identify as criminally profiteering. This is the New World Society of 
UNIocracy. No more paper fraud elections or ID thefts ever again!   All voting of leaders 
and majority law of number decisions are made with free WiFi using any eDevice with 
one degree of separation between all of my 7.5 billion people.   Refusals by any 
nation causes the WW4 demise of our world as I have predicted as #1 key world 
prophesier educator.


      All corrupt Corporate Executives worldwide are forever eliminated 
with ProfitShareHolders.com 
THESE FOUR simple by-pass laws change world history because they are unbreakable 
along with famous ChristDomain.com + UNITYURL + SolutionIslam.com  and all other 
systematic LOVE OTHERs solution answers.
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   All these world saving answer solutions empower our people to forever control their 
very own new world society communities that are free trade/travel and ability to 
conduct integrity business anywhere in our world using below.


   #1 Most critical as the above do NOT require any ACT of Congress because these 
are self-evident to world. Anyone objecting to these final perfected checks and 
balances automatically identifies themselves as criminally profiteering.  Massive 
reduction of all laws and government-corporate dynasties occurs in record time based 
on required immediate mass publicity and Press Conferences.


    I, keith brent duncan (DOB 1958-Aug-15 High Point NC USA),  have legally 
CLAIMED 1% of all crime assets seize using these most prolific answers to SOLVE all 
CRIMES and PREVENT all future occurrences in record time.  Each of   You legally 
claim % of all crime assets as you face recognize criminals w/ free WiFi URLiDent.com 
as these 4 bypass laws change all world history !


  Take Action by going Public to all News Media, Government, Military, religions, and 
communities today with the fearless authority granted to all 7.5 Billion my people by 
the one Fore-Founding FatherKeith.com who is the most humble master educator 
technologist crime-resolver architect consultant of all time.


    Use BidOnKeith.com today.  No more crime investigations needed as my-our people 
pass evidence judgment on the true criminals and terrorists in URLiDent.com single 
open public 'Most Wanted' database. Our world now becomes 100% citizen decision 
driven by EVOTE.ONE 4 bypass laws that eliminate almost all crime investigations, 
destroy all dynasties, and empower humanity to control and manage all their worldly 
assets owned by them. This destroys forever the criminal ruling elite and prevents all 
poverty with SolutionHousing.com and MaryRights.com perfected in GOD's name to 
unify reform all humanity one last testament time.  Each + every Blinded fool who 
refuses to unify faces their own Judgment day now with URLiDent


   I return to USA + travel to your nation as your Intl Hero Sovereign Ambassador, once 
everyone crowd funds our growing International teams using section BELOW or 
clicking upper RIGHT FUND button.  Everyone now must manhunt + seize all world 
criminals and their crime assets.   Watch: https://youtu.be/-0BOgxtr8dk   https://
youtu.be/WLVyaoT-_Rw


   eVote.com is the only answer-solution to forever remove all black market criminal 
terrorists, 'satanic dynasty' corrupt politicians and corporate executives, and command 
all leaders to fearlessly protect the rights of all others with the authority granted to each 
of my 7.5 billion people using free WiFi = Internet, eDevices, OCTV=Open Circuit-Court 
TV, and systematic extermination of all secrets.   ALL criminal wealth will be seized by 
SolutionUNI.com,  SolutionMilitary.com and SolutionPeace.com overseen by all NGO, 
non- profits, and religious denominations.  FatherKeith.com has been the most 
severely persecuted son of humanity since he represents the Sovereign Rights of all 
mankind and our One Mutual Creator who resides as part of your communities of faith, 
grace, love, and caring for each other. 
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Simple required minor funding to WesternUnion.com, name: Keith Duncan, city: 
Amulung Philippines.  Send confirm # by calling Keith or email to: 
GodSendKeith@gmail.com


   Each funder/church will get CreatorKeith.com certified stock worth Millions once 
USA Gov +  others use any of these answers and BidOnKeith.com You are now our 
recruited new teams.


     TAKE ACTION today to overthrow all criminal lunatics forever.  Any refusal identifies 
who are the true profiteering criminals.  Support FatherKeith and his growing 
International teams of UNITYurl.com by GOING PUBLIC to COMMAND ACTION by all 
others. Our world collapses for their failures to TAKE ACTION by using these Solution 
Final answer methods in common international dialogue language of  GlobalPeace.org


Some calculate Jesus Christ birth as 19th February 3 BC 40 days before the Day of 
passover.  https://youtu.be/qjXIAUbU9es. Others claim other dates as early as 6 BC. 

Another on Jim Baker show (PTL) state birthday on first day of the Jewish New Year, 
known as Nissan 1, in 6 B.C.


All the number calculations of Prime Importance I have calculated this entire time to 
show WHY I was gifted by John 4:9 to teach our world HOW to save themselves from 
the WW4 that occurs very soon. WW3 is the most deadly silent war of the AntiChrist 
ROSE and others that uses cybercrime terrorism to selectively steal intellectual 
property and assets by transferring GOD’s borrowed wealth to the Criminal Ruling Elite. 
 WW4 is the terrorist attacks orchestrated and planned for decades by the most 
ruthless demonic cabal groups who work as prostitutes with underground crime RICO 
enterprises to create the ultimate fear and intimidation of Matthew Chapter 23 
consisting of DON’T cares,  Blinded FOOLS, Hypocrites, Cynics, Racists, Bigots, and 
the criminal brood of vipers known as serpents (the original satanic forces).


Dec 20, 2017. Kanihan Sa Manila Bay Cafe Adriatico. With Attorney ?? On electronic voting. 
They have new mega billion $$ system to record 50 million ballots with digital images so 
recounts are easier.  Senator Marcos  or Aquino? Objects to providing the basic information to 
others to confirm vote tallies. THIS eliminated forever with eVOTE.ONE. this is still a RED FLAG 
PAPER CHASE issues of a paper society that is beyond ripe for mass corruption for others to 
claim valid or wrong vote by intention.  KEITH: Exactly WHEN will the ONLY system to reform 
unify mankind ACTUALLY hit mainstream public society?  WHEN? For these finely tuned 
perfected systems were ready way back in 2011 right when ROSE was cyber attacking me and 
setting me up for those 3 kidnappings by his cyber crime cabal persons.

	 At 9:44 am on MacBook Video Recording (of same name) BBK20171220-
KanihanManilaBay-PressConf-EVOTE2.mov raw, they discuss about Senator Bong Bong 
Marcos. They discuss machine counting and the horrific process of elections. All eliminated as 
we become a 100% real time decision making society based on law of large numbers (HIVE) 
will of majority. All aspects of this only process are fine tuned by voting for, by, and of the 
people. This becomes the new world society single Manifesto Constitution known as 
UNIocracy.  At 9:47 am they discuss impeachment process and how to subpoena a person to 
testify any truth. Failure to respond to any subpoena is equated to guilty to the charge. THAT is 
why I was forced to appear at the ultimate kangaroo monkeyKings.INFO court hearings Cobb 
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County TPO 11.1.1171.99 11.1.7683,99 that go down in annals of infamy history as murder for 
hire conspiracies to cover up ALL the other crimes of each person involved.

	  At 10am, Attorney Ferdinand Topacio of OPLAW law office speaks on my world 
broadcast network. This video and real time online commentary. If I HAD free internet right 
now, this would be the most watched drama on INTL TV.  TOPLAWOffice@gmail.com 
(652)571-0270 . They speak on criminal investigations, NBI roles, subpoenas, and how to 
utilize their Philippines PLUNDER laws to identify who are the real political criminals. 

	 At timemark 10:14am he speaks on VACC (volunteers on Corruption Commission) my 
friend Dante Jimenez from 6 months ago at Manila Hotel Monday press conference on 
IseeIunderStand.com that was JUST revived resurrected last night with minor payment of 
DropBOX.com. QUESTIONS ON THE FLOOR now.  

	 About public funds for hearings. Question in Tagalog on the controversial vaccination 
program. Speaking on former Congressperson Aquino, he speaks about how to make 
accusations in legal manner. 


Dec 18, 2017. T Tapatan Sa Aristocrat Restaurant for forum on Drugs in the Philipppines, 
Dengue one more time, An honest to goodness assessment of 2017. 6 news cameras with 35 
people in our room discuss basic root issues. 

Host: Melo cuna * Sky Ortigas.  Gen Dionisio Reyes Santiago (Former Chair Dangerous drugs 
board),  

Part 3. Dr. Antonio Dans Cardiology UP-PGH, (3) Dr. Teodoro Herbosa Former Secretary DOH, 
EVP UP

Dr Lulu Bravo Institute for Health UP, Dr. May Montallana, Former Pres Phil Pediatrics Society,

 Engr Louie Sarmiento Pat 3 Presi PMSEA

(5) Mr. George Siy. Pres Integrated Dev Studies Inst

Eng Alberto Suansing, Former Chair LTFRB/Former ASec LTO

Commodore Louie Tuason, FEDERALISM ADVOCATE. Next to Host Melo Acuna.


   Dr. Teodoro Herbosa. (glasses, big guy) speaks on drugs and health care system. 

Opening vRecord is about Federalism at 9:55am.  64% of taxes is set to be retained BY the 
LGU -local government group. Yet NO one has ever empowered all people to CONTROL and 
MANAGE all aspects of their own world. Corruption is self genocide of our human race. For no 
one lifts a finger who has any authority to DEMAND this total social justice system be used to 
replace ALL other forms of government and administrative red tape paper chase conspiracies.  
The Wheel of silence extends its tentacles of bigotry, racism, and pure satanic evil into all 
aspects of society. The primary virus has always been cybercrime terrorism in ability to 
selectively delete any crime investigations by systematically destroying and eliminating all 
whistleblowers who are actually the core HONEST integrity driven person of our world.

	 They speak about scalability at 10:08 am Mr. George Siy on far right (Chinese) speaks 
about traffic nightmare. Mass transport will be easy with BidOnKeith.com free train, subway, 
bus service to move our people almost unlimited distances including by ferry and blimps (even 
hydrogen driven with escape gliders in event of rare explosion). These gift broadcast to world 
well over 6 years ago.

	 Mr. Siy talks about organic food of high nutrient as he speaks on Coco products.

SOVERIGNity is discussed. 

	 At 10:16am, (vrecord 14min bookmark), Commodore Louie Tuason Federalism 
Advocate .  Dr. Herbosa EDSA destabilization movement of 1987 actually worked at the time. 
1991 hospitals turned over to the governors. Local health center control turned over to mayor. 
This did not work since political party rooster cockfights prevent anyone from actually 
fearlessly protecting the rights of our people. PhilHealth has a single payer system for health 
care. They speak on many related subjects (vrecord 22min bMark) about access to funds to 
actually benefit citizens. 
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	 Juvy Guzman speaks at bMark 23:45. Voice level is too low. I do NOT have my Leti Mic 
with me. I swap to new headset mic and it’s much better at 10:32am. As Dr. Herbosa speaks 
more with Juvy on medical coverage.  These ALL solved once any of these GOD ordained 
answers go PUBLIC. I place mic on back of new MacBook Air and get much better sound now.

	 Bad and nonexistent Roads are discussed by Dr. Herbosa as horrific barriers to easy 
access to emergency and normal health care. Keith has road mapped free health care for all 
7.5 billion people. This destroys the ObamaCare paper chase conspiracy prime pyramid Ponzi 
schemes of demonic crime terrorists. Most are commonly known as politicians and corporate 
executives.

	 To make best decisions, statistics must be used to identify cause and effect and the 
most efficient way to use artificial intelligence to optimize flow of GOD’s resources to be utilized 
by my people. V-bmark 7:30m at 10:39am start on Mac. On iPhone v-Bmark 11m from 
10:28am start.  Toll roads and plazas are also a crime of sell offs to foreign investors who rape, 
pillage, plunder, and even murder to acquire GOD’s assets rather than you.

	 Dr Herbosa speaks about massive fraud on vaccination drug programs. Scandal after 
Scandal and NO ONE truly knows HOW to prevent in the first place. I already HAVE….. 
Both voicerecords restarted at 10:50 with Commodore Tuason speaking on federalist. Job 
creation and improvement of infrastrature is a misnomer. Keith: Only by creating new world 
society of all small business owners can humanity collectively prosper and thrive. 

	 Capitalism is DEAD and is actually a crime ridden system by who controls information. 

I truly miss my $50,000 USD (actually more) high def video camera, 300 webcams, 4 iphones, 2 
ipads, 3 Macbooks, 2 powerhouse PC servers, 4 other laptops that were all brutally stolen BY 
ROSE and Brian Walker 6 years ago.   I am not the one living in the past as I live in real time, 
hence all these re-broadcast answers of what I have observed and SOLVED.

	 Dr. Herbosa finally speaks at 10:55am about crimes against humanity regarding the 
vaccination programs.  Commodore speaks at 10:57 am bMark. In Tagalog so I do not 
comprehend. If I HAD any of my auto computer translation programs running with my Hi Def 
Microphone, I would have instant knowledge of what they discuss. 

	 At 11:09 am vrecord, speed limits is discussed on their limited (toll) roads.

He choral correlates road rage and traffic travel distress as cause of mental illness, higher heart 
attacks and other medical extreme costs caused by Political corruption (and AntiChrist 
controlling our world in spiritual reality). It’s 11:15 am now. 

	  

	  

The new world Constitution is UNIocracy SolutionManifesto.com completed years 
ago.   The basic foundations are:

1. EVOTE.ONE using URLiDent.com to create open free world public society.

2. ProfitShareHolders.com to empower any owners of any stocks, resources, or assets to 

have ability to freely trade and barter independent of any broker, bank, or criminal 
enterprise including WesternUnion and WellsFargo. As financial institutions are one of the 
worse crime enterprises exploiting on each and every trade and transaction.  Any taxes by 
any government or regulating institute agency is also a CRIME. 


3. Clean and almost free energy, water, food, transportation, housing, and commerce is 
warrant guaranteed as the ultimate social justice rights for all for ever. TurnOffLights.com 
SolutionSafeWater.com 


4. Free public education to any level is a God gifted right. This destroys the IVY league private 
school systems that also prevent the resurrection of the human race. 
WorldSchoolFund.com


5. Right to own and bear arms is SolutionGunControl.com

6. Civil rights is SolutionJudge.com and variety of other URL linked answer solutions.


5 Arm New Society
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1. Executive

2. Law Makers

3. Law Enforcers

4. One World Military

5. Religion Overseer Monitors


URLiDent.com open public database is master Link to all other repositories and contains at top level the 
following prime information for world to see, believe and use.

1. Crime Investigations

2. Taxes, Bids, Contracts

3. Elections + Decisions

4. Legal Agreements

5. Open Circuit TV

6. Stock Ownership

	 


#########

Dec 17, 2017

	 Another world event documented by spiritual mastermind artist Keith Duncan, 
BIDonKeith.com Duncan as I await mass world publicity on any and all of the completed acts 
of wisdom to transform and unify our entire world. That has always been part of my own 
lifetime destiny obligations and purpose in life.

	 	 

	 Tonight,  I-we attend another art gallery opening with featured artists Ronald Castillo 
and Ivan Acuna at the Art Circle Gallery at Level 4 Shangri-La Plaza Mall EDSA Mandaulyoung 
City.  artcitcle-gallery.com. office (632)634-2205

 	 Ronald is the second generation metal art sculpture artist as both his father and uncle 
started this exquisite form of heritage artwork decades ago.  The portrait portrayals are of real 
events and activities cast in tin. Most are gold painted or silver plated depicting fishing dance, 
kite flying, tree climbing children, and other topical typical stories of humanity.
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	 Ivan focus on surrealism of heritage art depicting story lines of philippine history, 
people, and the transactional relationships that are the mainstay of creative thinking and 
problem solving. 

	 Many of the works of art throughout Philippines are religious based for the sole soul 
reason that the Spanish introduced Catholicism 500 years ago.


I got a historical call from my Upside Down Tree Art Root friend Richard Calligan, He is in 
Tagaytay struggling with basic NO MONEY just like almost rest of world.  Poverty remains 
CAUSED by all the most massive Political Corruption and cybercrime terrorists in world history. 
Why mix or waste any of these answer solutions with false worlds. 


########


From Bill Floyd on facebook.com recent post:  ow do we have record breaking corporate 
profits and record breaking wealth levels for the super rich, and still have a suffering middle 
class?!?

Here's how that happened;

When we got invited to sit down at this card table of life (free market capitalism), we all were 
told that we'd all have an equal chance of 'winning'.

We didn't know that we would be playing against players that have dealt all the face cards to 
themselves.

Since the 80's, the elite have paid their reps in congress to change the tax laws, in their favor.

Between the tax breaks from hedge funds, capital gains, "free" trade, etc. the rich have gotten 
richer, corporate profits are growing, tax coffers are shrinking and the working class is getting 
screwed. Have you not been paying attention?!?!?

The Congressional Budget Office has found that between 1979 and 2007, the onset of the Great 
Recession, the gap in income -- after federal taxes and transfer payments – more than tripled 
between the top one- percent of the population and everyone else. The (after-tax, after transfer) 
income of the top one-percent increased by 275 percent, while it increased 18 percent for the 
bottom quintile of the population, incomes and less than 40 percent for the middle three 
quintiles.

95 percent of all economic gains since the recovery began have gone to the top 1 percent.

Between the end of World War II and 1981 -- then the wealthiest Americans were getting paid a 
far lower share of total national income - - the highest marginal federal income tax rate never fell 
below 70 percent, and the effective rate (including tax dedications and credits) hovered around 
50 percent.

But with Ronald Reagan's tax cut in 1981, and then George W. Bush's tax cuts of 2001 and 2003, 
taxes on top incomes were slashed, and tax loopholes favoring the wealthy, widened.

The implicit promise -- sometimes made explicit -- was that the benefits of such cuts would 
trickle down to the broad middle class and even to the poor.
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As has been shown, however, nothing trickled down.

At a time in American history when the after-tax incomes of the wealthy continue to soar, while 
median household incomes are falling, and when we must invest far more in education and 
infrastructure, it seems appropriate to raise the top marginal tax rate, and close tax loopholes that 
disproportionately favor the wealthy.

Enough Is Enough!!!!

---HR Loveless
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